Introduction
Beneficial owner is one of the most important concepts used in tax treaties. It limits the benefit of treaty-reduced withholding taxes on dividends, interest and royalties to recipients who are beneficial owners of such income. The term has been adopted in most bilateral tax treaties, but defined in none. Its meaning is thus left to be interpreted under Art. 3(2) of the OECD Model Tax Convention on Income and on Capital (the Model). Because the term has no specific meaning in the domestic tax law of most countries, the way in which domestic courts should interpret this treaty-originated concept has been the subject of much scholarly debate. This paper demonstrates how courts have attempted to answer these questions, and makes some general observations about where the courts have diverged and converged on this matter. The main conclusion of this paper is that by leaving the interpretation to domestic courts, "there seems little chance of there being an accepted universal meaning" of the term beneficial ownership. 8 Lastly, the paper makes the case for clarity through the revision of the Commentary.
Difficulties in interpreting beneficial owner
Pursuant to Art. 3(2) of the Model, undefined treaty terms are to be given the meaning that they have under the relevant domestic law unless the context of the treaty otherwise requires. This rule presumes that the undefined term has a meaning under domestic law and that the context can be established. In the case of beneficial ownership, however, neither presumption is
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Conseil realistic. Domestic judges must thus rely on the legal principles and traditions known to them, which may vary from one jurisdiction to another.
Unique treaty concept
Beneficial owner is a unique treaty concept in the sense that it is used almost exclusively in treaties based on the OECD Model, and has no clear meaning under the domestic tax law of most countries. It originated in the United Kingdom and was used to distinguish from legal ownership in circumstances where the legal ownership was akin to a nominee or agent. 9 Since its adoption into the Model in 1977, beneficial owner has been incorporated into the UN Model Convention and the vast majority of bilateral tax treaties.
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The meaning of beneficial owner is elusive under the domestic law of most countries. Civil law countries do not use this concept, creating an issue of compatibility of the transplanted treaty concept with domestic law.
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Even in common law countries, the meaning is not clearly established. For example, the Canadian Income Tax Act 12 uses this term without defining it.
Divergent legal traditions
Courts in different legal traditions adopt different approaches to the interpretation of tax statutes and tax treaties. For example, in civil law traditions, the doctrine of abuse of rights is used to combat tax avoidance, including treaty shopping. 13 Courts tend to interpret tax legislation purposively and characterize facts in accordance with the substance of the transactions, and are more willing to recognize the doctrine of treaty abuse. In contrast, courts in common law jurisdictions (other than the United States) have not embraced the anti-abuse doctrine. 15 The legislatures in Canada, Australia and New Zealand enacted a general anti-avoidance rule (GAAR) to instruct the courts to interpret taxing statutes in accordance with the object and purpose of the legislation. 16 Even after the introduction of the GAAR, Canadian courts have consistently rejected the substance-over-form doctrine. 17 2.3. Controversy over treaty shopping Under Art. 3(2), the domestic law meaning of an undefined treaty term applies if the context of the treaty does not otherwise require. Context is determined in particular by the intention of the contracting, and the meaning in the legislation of the other contracting state (an implicit reference to the principle of reciprocity on which the Model is based).
18 OECD Commentaries are generally considered as part of the context.
The notion of treaty shopping is believed to have originated in the United
States to aptly describe a phenomenon where "a person 'shops' into an otherwise unavailable treaty through complicated structures". 19 Treaty shopping is a form of tax avoidance as opposed to tax evasion. It is controversial whether treaties are intended to prevent tax avoidance. his Court has never held that the economic realities of a situation can be used to recharacterize a taxpayer's bona fide relationships. To the contrary, we have held that, absent a specific provision of the Act to the contrary or a finding that they are a sham, the taxpayer's legal relationships must be respected in tax cases. Recharacterization is only permissible if the label attached by the taxpayer to a particular transaction does not properly reflect the actual legal effect." 18. OECD Commentary on Art. 3, Para. 12. 19. Avi-Yonah and Panayi, note 2, at 2-4.
In terms of tax policy, treaty shopping may be regarded as abusive tax avoidance or the improper use of tax treaties, an instrument for advancing the intended purpose of a tax treaty, or a form of acceptable tax planning. The OECD considers treaty shopping problematic for three primary reasons: it breaches the principle of reciprocity; 20 it results in double non-taxation or inadequate taxation; 21 and it destroys the incentive for countries to negotiate and conclude new treaties. 22 The UN Treaty Shopping Report 23 suggests that there may be public benefits in allowing treaty shopping. Some countries that are keen on attracting investment may actively desire that dividends or interest paid to a recipient in a treaty country be subject to low or no withholding tax, even if the recipient is a holding company for shareholders based in third countries. Double non-taxation caused by treaty shopping is thus not a basis for objection in all cases. The report also notes that, if one of the general objectives of tax treaties is to promote "freer flows of international trade and investment, it may be generally arguable that it does not matter if the desirable result is achieved by the direct use of tax treaties or by their indirect use [i.e. treaty shopping] ". 24 Some developing countries may regard treaty shopping as a form of tax incentive to attract scarce foreign capital. For example, the Indian Supreme Court considered that treaty shopping was a necessary evil in a developing economy and is generally valid under the Indian tax treaty network.
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Courts in different countries have adopted different levels of tolerance to treaty shopping. The French courts considered the treaty shopping arrangement in Bank of Scotland abusive, while Canadian courts stated that there is nothing inherently proper or improper with selecting one foreign regime over another and that (treaty) shopping -on its own cannot be viewed as being abusive. 
Ill-defined bargain between treaty partners
The concept of beneficial ownership is a tool to protect the bargain between the two contracting states. The fundamental underpinnings of a treaty are mutual concessions by treaty partners, each in its own interest. Neither country would intend to relinquish its tax base without getting something back for it. Beneficial owner is used to confine the bargain to the parties who were intended to benefit from it. If the benefits of the treaty are deliberately channelled to outsiders, it defeats the bargain. On the other hand, one treaty partner might say that it intends to set itself up as a conduit regime, and if the other partner doesn't like it, it should do something about it. The difficulty is that this question requires a point of reference that, arguably, does not exist in a legal sense. Hence, interpretation of the meaning of beneficial ownership becomes difficult.
Judicial interpretation

The leading cases
The four cases on beneficial ownership deal with the question of whether an interposed company located in a treaty-friendly jurisdiction (Netherlands in Indofood and Prévost, Hungary in Real Madrid, and United Kingdom in Bank of Scotland) is a beneficial owner for the purpose of the respective treaty. The income that is "channelled" through the interposed company is interest in Indofood, royalties in Real Madrid, dividends in Prévost, and dividends (recharacterized as interest) in Bank of Scotland. The judgments in Indofood and Prévost were written in a typical common law style -detailed, and relatively well reasoned. The Bank of Scotland and Real Madrid decisions are much shorter, written by judges who "are trained to keep their thoughts to themselves" . 27 The courts have adopted different approaches to the interpretation of beneficial ownership.
Indofood
Indofood is a leading case on beneficial ownership. For the first time, a UK court had to provide a definition of the term beneficial owner in a treaty.
The facts of the Indofood case are complex. An Indonesian company, Indofood, set up a Mauritian special purpose vehicle (Issuer) to issue loan notes. Back-to-back loan arrangements were put in place. The loan notes contained a gross-up clause and provided for early redemption in case that, due to tax or treaty changes, the Issuer had to pay additional tax in Indonesia. The notes also contained a clause requiring the Issuer to try to mitigate any additional tax liability by taking reasonable measures available to it before seeking to redeem the notes. The financing was structured via Mauritius in order to take advantage of the lower withholding tax rates under the Indonesia-Mauritius treaty. Mauritius has no outbound withholding taxes. In reaction to the problem of abuse of the treaty by conduit companies, Indonesia terminated its treaty with Mauritius effective 1 January 2005, thus increasing Indonesian withholding tax on the interest payments from a 10% treaty rate to 20% standard rate. Since the issue of the notes in 2002, both interest and exchange rates had moved against Indofood and in favour of the noteholders. Indofood sought to redeem the notes and refinance them at a cheaper rate. JP Morgan Chase, acting as trustee for the bondholders, was not satisfied that the best endeavours clause had been complied with. It alleged that Indofood could have interposed a Dutch Newco into their structure and availed of the preferable rates under the Netherlands-Indonesia treaty. Therefore, JP Morgan refused to approve the redemption. The main substantive issue at trial was whether Newco would be the beneficial owner of the interest payable to it by Indofood for the purposes of the Indonesia-Netherlands treaty. The case was heard in the United Kingdom because the choice of law was English law.
The UK High Court 28 found that Newco would be the beneficial owner of the interest, noting:
It is clear that Newco, […] will not be a nominee or agent for any other party and, not being any sort of trustee or fiduciary, will have power to dispose of the interest when received as it wishes, although it will be constrained by its contractual obligation to the Issuer to apply the proceeds of the interest payments in performance of those obligations. 29 The Court of Appeal overturned the High Court's decision and held that Newco could not be the beneficial owner of the interest received from Indonesia for purposes of the Indonesia-Netherlands treaty. The Court adopted an international fiscal meaning by relying on the OECD Commentary and the published views of Philip Baker. For example, the Court quoted with approval the following from the Commentary:
Where an item of income is received by a resident of a Contracting State acting in the capacity of agent or nominee it would be inconsistent with the object and purpose of the Convention for the State of source to grant relief or exemption merely on account of the status of the immediate recipient of the income as a resident of the other Contracting State. The immediate recipient of the income in this situation qualifies as a resident but no potential double taxation arises as a consequence of that status since the recipient is not treated as the owner of the income for tax purposes in the State of residence. It would be equally inconsistent with the object and purpose of the Convention for the State of source to grant relief or exemption where a resident of a Contracting State, … simply acts as a conduit for another person who in fact receives the benefit of the income concerned. For these reasons, the [Conduit Companies Report] concludes that a conduit company cannot normally be regarded as the beneficial owner if, though the formal owner, it has, as a practical matter, very narrow powers which render it, in relation to the income concerned, a mere fiduciary or administrator acting on account of the interested parties. 30 The Court concluded that "the concept of beneficial ownership is incompatible with that of the formal owner who does not have the full privilege to directly benefit from the income". 31 The phrase "full privilege to directly benefit from income" is not from the Commentary or Philip Baker's writings, but a circular letter issued by the Indonesian tax authorities.
Bank of Scotland
The French Supreme Administrative Court (Conseil d'Etat) denied benefits under the France-UK treaty to Bank of Scotland, a resident of the United Kingdom, on the receipt of dividends paid by a French company. Bank of Scotland had acquired from a US corporation a usufruct for three years over non-voting shares that were specifically issued in respect of this arrangement. The bank paid FRS 270 million for the usufruct but they were in turn entitled to dividends which amounted to an amount slightly more than FRS 270 million. The US corporation agreed to indemnify the bank if the French subsidiary was unable to pay the dividends and or where the French Treasury would not pay the dividend tax credit. The US corporation agreed to give all financial support to the French subsidiary to enable it to pay the dividends and the bank could step out of the transaction where the subsidiary did not meet certain profit thresholds. 30 . Id., Para. 32. The Court noted that Philip Baker suggests that the term should be accorded an international fiscal meaning not derived from the domestic laws of contracting states. 31. Indofood, note 3, Para. 46.
This arrangement was designed to benefit from the dividend tax credit under Art. 9(7) of the France-UK treaty that has no counterpart in the France-US treaty. If the bank were successful in receiving the repayment of the dividend tax credit, it would receive Frs 74.25 million more than its initial investment of Frs 270 million.
The Conseil d'Etat reversed the decision of the lower court, which found that the Bank was not an artificial conduit interposed between the US corporation and the French subsidiary, nor that it acted as a nominee or an agent of the US corporation in collecting the dividends. The Conseil d'Etat recharacterized the transaction between the bank and the US corporation as a disguised loan and held that the US corporation continued to be the beneficial owner of the dividends.
Real Madrid
The taxpayer was a Spanish football club. It made payments to a Hungarian company for the right to use image rights for one of its players. The Hungarian company immediately transferred 99% of the amounts received to a Netherlands company. The Spanish tax authorities denied the zero withholding tax on royalties provided by the Hungary-Spain treaty on the ground that the Hungarian company was interposed for the sole purpose of benefiting from this treaty, and thus, not a beneficial owner.
The Court upheld the tax authorities' decision. In the court's view, this is a case where the context otherwise requires. Therefore, reference to domestic law is excluded and the autonomous international meaning should be applied. The Court relied on OECD materials in concluding that "the clear objective of the concept of beneficial owner is its function as a device against any form of treaty shopping" and "an economic interpretation can be applied to find the 'real owner' of the income whereby the legal ownership of income could be disregarded". Because beneficial owner is undefined in the Canadian Income Tax Act, Rip, J. held that the ordinary meaning in private law governs. After considering the meaning of this term under Canadian common law, income tax law, the Civil Code of Quebec, 35 and Dutch law, 36 he concluded that "in both common law and the civil law, the persons who ultimately receive the income are the owners of the income property."
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In my view the 'beneficial owner' of dividends is the person who receives the dividends for his or her own use and enjoyment and assumes the risk and control of the dividend he or she received. The person who is beneficial owner of the dividend is the person who enjoys and assumes all the attributes of ownership. Rip, J. concluded that Holdco was the beneficial owner of dividends on the basis of the legal relationships and Dutch corporate law. 40 The relationship between Holdco and its shareholders is not one of agency, nor one where the property is in the name of a nominee. Holdco was the registered owner of Prévost shares, paid for the shares and owned the shares for itself. When dividends are received by Holdco, the dividends are the property of Holdco and are available to its creditors, if any, until such time as the management board declares a dividend.
Rip, J. found that Holdco was not a conduit because: (a) it is not a party to the shareholder agreement that required a distribution of a minimal 80% of after-tax profits; (b) it cannot be said to have "absolutely no discretion as to the use or application of funds put through it as a conduit"; and (c) it has not "agreed to act on someone else's behalf pursuant to that person's instructions without any right to do other than what that person instructs it, for example a stockbroker who is the registered owner of the shares it holds for clients". There was no predetermined or automatic flow of funds to them. As a corporate entity, Holdco carried on business operations in accordance with the Dutch law under which it was constituted. Its corporate veil cannot be pierced. Holdco's deed of incorporation did not obligate it to pay any dividend to its shareholders; when it decides to pay dividends, it must pay the dividends in accordance with the Dutch law.
There are some facts in this case that were not considered relevant by the court. In one instance, over $5 million was transferred by Prévost to Henlys without properly signed resolution of the managing directors of Holdco. In documentation provided to its banker, Holdco had declared that the shares of Prévost were beneficially owned by Volvo and Henlys. One of Prévost's corporate minute book confused Volvo and Henlys with its actual sole shareholder, Holdco. The court noted that "this is at least sloppy maintenance of corporate records but could also be an indication of something more significant", but did not draw any inference from it.
The Federal Court of Appeal upheld Justice Rip's decision. It also found that Justice Rip's definition of beneficial owner accords with what is stated in the OECD Commentaries and in the Conduit Report. In fact, at least half of the Court's judgment deals with the potential role of later Commentaries in interpreting a pre-existing treaty. More notably, the Court remarked that "later commentaries can guide the treaty interpretation when they represent a fair interpretation of the words of the Model Convention and do not conflict with Commentaries in existence at the time a specific treaty was entered and when, of course, neither treaty partner has registered an objection to the new Commentaries". The question of whether beneficial owner should have a domestic law meaning or international meaning has been controversial. Some commentators 42 argue that the term should be given an autonomous international meaning rather than a domestic law meaning, on the grounds that: (a) it was introduced into international tax lexicon through the work of the OECD, then the UN Model; (b) while the term is widely incorporated into tax treaties, only some countries employ this term in their domestic law; and (c) the purpose of using this concept is to prevent treaty shopping, which is better achieved by common interpretation across countries. However, others argue that the domestic law meaning is relevant, especially in common law jurisdictions that employ the concept of beneficial owner in domestic law, as long as the domestic law meaning is consistent with the Commentaries. 43 The courts in Indofood and Real Madrid adopted an international fiscal meaning. In Prévost, on the other hand, Justice Rip adopted a domestic solution. However, because the Federal Court of Appeal, in obiter, regarded Justice Rip's approach to be consistent with the OECD position, which favours an international fiscal meaning, it is not very clear whether Prévost steadfastly stands for a domestic solution. 41 . Prévost (FCA), note 6, Paras. 10 and 11. 42. See, for example, Baker, note 2; De Broe, L., note 2, at 662-675; Du Toit, note 2, at 173-177; Fraser and Oliver, note 2; Vogel, note 2, at 561. 43. See, for example, Elliffe, note 2.
How to find an international meaning?
In Indofood, the Chancellor quoted the Commentary, statements from the Indonesian tax authorities, and Philip Baker's writings extensively, 44 to the effect that beneficial owner meant the "full privilege to directly benefit from the income". The Court in Real Madrid also referred to the OECD materials and applied the domestic business purpose test in determining if the interposed company was the beneficial owner. 45 As such, although OECD materials were referred to, the conclusion in these two cases seemed to rest on the domestic law approach: Indonesian law as interpreted by the tax authorities in Indofood, and the Spanish business purpose test in Real Madrid. The reason for this is likely because the Commentary provides only a useful "rule of thumb" 46 on the meaning of beneficial owner by concentrating on agents, nominees and conduit companies acting as mere fiduciaries or administrators. The Commentary provides no guidance on the factors to be considered in determining, factually and legally, whether the powers of the conduit company are akin to those of fiduciaries or administrators.
Legal or practical determination?
There are two schools of thoughts on whether beneficial owner should be interpreted in a strict legal sense to mean only legal conduits, or more practically in a business or economic sense to include factual conduits. The latter is suggested in the Commentary and the latter tends to be applied in countries that do not recognize the substance-over-form doctrine.
Under a technical legal approach, the term beneficial owner is construed in accordance with the legal rights possessed by the conduit entity. It does not involve a factual inquiry as to whether, in fact, the conduit has the benefit of income. A recipient of income will not be considered a beneficial owner if the recipient is a nominee, an agent, or where the legal obligations of the recipient to the beneficial owner are such that the recipient is a mere 44 . Indofood, note 3, Para. 37. 45. See note 5, Para. 2. The court stated: "If there is a business reason to place an entity between the payer and the final recipient of the income beyond the reduction of withholding taxes in Spain, the intermediary will be the beneficial owner; however, if the only objective of the interposition of the intermediary is to obtain a reduction of withholding tax, there is no business purpose, and consequently, the intermediary is not the beneficial owner of the income." 46. Baker, P. "Beneficial Ownership: After Indofood", GITC Review, Vol. VI No.1, available at www.taxbar.com/documents/Beneficial_Ownership_PB.pdf . fiduciary or administrator of the funds and has only very narrow powers over the income. It is therefore essential to determine whether the conduit owns the income for its own benefit, rather than for the benefit of a third party on the basis of private law (such as contracts, corporate law, etc.).
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Prévost and the decision of the High Court in Indofood are examples of this technical legal approach. Real Madrid and Bank of Scotland and the Court of Appeal decision in Indofood applied the practical, substance-over-form approach. 48 The two approaches are best illustrated by the Indofood case. The High Court held that the interposed company was the beneficial owner of income. It started its analysis by examining the loan agreements and found that:
The Notes constitute direct, general and unconditional payment obligations of the Issuer which will at all times rank pari passu and without any preference among themselves and at least pari passu with all other present and future obligations of the Issuer, save for such obligations as may be preferred by provisions of law that are both mandatory and of general application. 49 On the basis of the agreements, the High Court concluded that the Issuer was the beneficial owner of interest income. It also concluded that the proposed Newco would have the power to dispose of the interest received as it wished, although it was constrained by its contractual obligation with the Issuer to apply the proceeds of the interest received in performance of those obligations. The Court stated: "In no sense will Newco be acting as nominee or administrator for the Issuer or the Noteholders. It will merely be contractually bound to indemnify the Issuer against its obligations to those Noteholders. The Noteholders will have no claim to be the beneficial owners of the interest." 50 The conclusion that Newco would be the beneficial owner was also supported by the fact that Dutch law requires a substance and risk test, requiring Newco to make a spread on the interest.
The Court of Appeal overturned the High Court's decision, and held that "the meaning to be given to the phrase beneficial owner is plainly not to be limited by so technical and legal an approach. Regard is to be had to the substance of the matter". 51 Reference to the substance of the matter presumably is drawn from Indonesian civil law. In practical terms it is impossible to conceive of any circumstances in which the Issuer or Newco could derive any 'direct benefit' from the interest payable by [Indofood] except by funding its liability to the Principal Paying Agent or Issuer respectively. Such an exception can hardly be described as the 'full privilege' needed to qualify as the beneficial owner, rather the position of the Issuer and Newco equates to that of an 'administrator of the income'. It is currently unclear whether beneficial owner is a legal concept or an anti-avoidance rule. In the sense that beneficial owner determines who is entitled to treaty benefits it is a basic concept. There was evidence that this concept was used in the US-UK tax treaty in the early 1960s to ensure that beneficiaries of pension funds did not lose source state treaty benefits simply because the pension fund that was the direct owner of the assets was not taxable. 53 The OECD's recent report on collective investment vehicles, directed to the legal and practical issues associated with allowing source state treaty benefits for the benefit of investors in mutual funds and the like. 54 On the other hand, there is evidence that this concept and the context in which it was introduced into the Model indicate an anti-treaty shopping purpose.
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The cases are inconsistent on this issue. Prévost clearly regards beneficial owner as a legal concept. In this case, although the Canadian courts acknowledged the relevance of the Commentaries, they paid little attention to the anti-avoidance purpose mentioned in the OECD Commentaries. The Federal Court of Appeal clearly rejected any "pejorative view of holding companies". 56 The courts in Bank of Scotland and Real Madrid seem to regard the beneficial ownership provision as a general anti-treaty shopping rule. In Bank of Scotland, for example, the Court applied the anti-abuse doctrine and found that the arrangement was entered into for the sole purpose of obtaining treaty benefit. Indofood is somewhat ambiguous since the Court of Appeal did not explicitly state that the beneficial owner concept functions as a general anti-treaty shopping rule. Implicitly, however, it endorsed the position of the Indonesian tax authorities that treaty shopping constitutes an abuse or improper use of tax treaties.
Relevance of later Commentary?
There is a high-level of consensus that existing OECD Commentaries are relevant in treaty interpretation even though there is a lack of agreement on the legal basis 57 or the proper weight of the Commentaries in the interpretation of tax treaties. 58 The fact that very few treaty interpretation cases end up in court likely means that the Commentaries help prevent disputes as both taxpayers and the tax administration refer to the Commentaries for guidance. 
Unsettling implications
The international case law on beneficial ownership is inconsistent on the basic questions. This is very unfortunate as courts in different countries are increasingly turning to foreign cases for reference. For example, the Supreme Court of India, in dealing with the question that arose under the India-Mauritius treaty, referred to a host of foreign court decisions from Australia, Canada, the United States and the United Kingdom (all English language cases). 63 Decisions in common law countries generally carry more weight because of the style of judicial writing and English language materials are more easily accessible. Even in civil law countries that do not recognize the principle of stare decisis, under which the ratio decidendi of a previous case in an appellant court or a higher court is recognized as having become part of the law and should be followed in that court and lower courts in all subsequent decisions, 64 courts frequently refer to foreign cases. For example, Austrian, French, German, and Dutch courts have referred to foreign tax cases in treaty cases. 65 In terms of the impact on future court decisions, Prévost is arguably more influential than Indofood. Justice Rip is a highly respected tax expert in Canada. His decision was meticulously written, containing a detailed statement of facts, references to relevant Canadian, Dutch and OECD materials, a summary of the evidence given by four Dutch tax experts, and a careful analysis of the meaning of beneficial ownership under Canadian law. The decision was unanimously affirmed by a highly respected panel of appellate judges known for their tax expertise. 66 In contrast, Indofood confirms "one of the great fears of international tax lawyers" 67 that a question concerning beneficial ownership would come before a court in a common law country with little or no expertise in international tax. This case was not strictly a tax case: the judges in Indofood were not tax experts, and the case was argued by counsel who had no tax expertise. "It is, in many respects, one of the most bizarre features of this case that a key issue concerning the meaning of a term used in multiple tax treaties was decided without any representation from a revenue authority and without the participation of anyone with any expertise in international tax before the Court of Appeal". 68 Because Indonesia is a civil law jurisdiction that generally does not recognize the concept of beneficial ownership, the Court had to look elsewhere to find the meaning for this concept, and was thus more inclined to turn to international fiscal meaning. However, "it would be difficult to imagine that an UK court's view of what an Indonesian court might conclude in respect of the meaning of 'beneficial owner' for purposes of the Indonesia-Netherlands treaty is in any way relevant in determining the meaning of that term in any other international tax treaty." 69 What is more unsettling is the fact that both Prévost and Indofood claim to be consistent with the OECD position. It is questionable whether the statement in Prévost was correct because the Commentary explicitly mentions that a conduit company cannot be the beneficial owner if it has, as a practical matter, very narrow powers 70 , and Justice Rip's interpretation of beneficial owner did not use a practical approach. 71 At the same time, it is doubtful that the current Commentary supports the statement in Indofood that "a technical and legal approach to beneficial ownership should not be adopted, but regard should be had to the substance of the matter." 72 Overall, the general significance of these cases, especially Indofood and Prévost, is questionable. The circumstances of those cases very much affected how the courts approached them. As such, they may not be very useful for establishing overriding principles. For example, in Prévost, while the Court took a highly technical legal approach, the result was a practical accommodation to reality. This was evidenced by the fact that the Court decided to ignore sloppiness in the declaration and payment of dividends, seeing the case in effect, as a domestic shareholder loan case. Also, there was evidence in Prévost that the Canadian authorities were indifferent as to the result because it secured a treaty rate that was consistent with Canada's general treaty rate for direct dividends, a rate that at the time was intended that both the Swedish and UK treaties would have. Indofood was really just a commercial case, in which the tax principles were not well argued. There was also some doubt whether the original Indonesia-Maruitius planning structure actually worked. In effect, the Court in Indofood seemed to conclude that the mere interposition of a legal construction in a relationship and flow of interest income that existed and continued to exist as if the intermediary did not exist, would not be effective to change consequences. 
Case for clarity through revising the OECD Commentary
This section makes the case for more clarity through changes to the Commentary on the ground that international case law is confusing, causing uncertainty for taxpayers, and that revising the Commentary is the most practical solution.
To clarify judicial interpretation
There is precedence for the OECD introducing uniform approaches to treaty interpretation after an adverse court decision. 
To provide more certainty
Taxpayers face significant uncertainty with respect to the approach to interpreting beneficial owner. The degree of such uncertainty was evidenced by the panic reaction of the international tax community to the Indofood decision. In order to provide clarity, HMRC in the United Kingdom, while accepting Indofood as part of UK tax law, issued guidance to contain its impact, especially in the case of special purpose vehicles. 76 The tax administration in other countries may not be prepared to limit Indofood in the same manner.
The potential impact of Prévost is uncertain. The Canada Revenue Agency is likely to litigate more treaty shopping cases. 77 The Federal Court of Appeal's endorsement of later Commentary in Prévost may give the government new ammunition to try its argument in another case. In Prévost, the government argued, without success, that the interpretation of beneficial owner requires a search behind the legal relationships in order to identify the person who, as a matter of fact, can ultimately benefit from the income. The argument was made on the ground that the French word effectif means real or producing actual effects or resulting in real action, and the term bénéficiaire effectif means the person or group that actually and truly enjoys or benefits from an advantage of any kind. Justice Rip was not persuaded in Prévost, but another judge may be if the facts can be distinguished somewhat from this case. After all, the Federal Court of Appeal accepted the OECD position that favours an international fiscal meaning and a practical approach.
To provide a practical solution
The meaning of beneficial owner can be clarified through changes to the hard law or soft law. The former can be accomplished through the 
